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ABSTPACT
This newsletter contains five racers which were

delivered at a session of tie Panel on the Prneparation c,f Physics
Teachers. The pavers focAs on the general tonic of recruitment and
prenaration of high physics +cacl.ecs. Sore of the important
iES40S considered in the articles include poor !reacher nrenaraticn,
incline of student enrollment in physils, student value shift toward
the social sciences, lick of relevancy in physics inctrurtion,
Grit ici,m cf rresent college proorams, nreluelices toward teacino,
and decline of orrplovment in physics. Suggestions are included Per
teacher training proatins and stratenins. (1)P)
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At the 1969 Summer Meeting of the AAPT, held
this past June in St. Louis, Missouri, the Commission's
Panel on the Preparation of Physics Teachers (PPPT)
organized cue morning session devoted entirely to in-
vited papers and open discussion on the recruitment
and preparation of high school physics teachers. The
invited talks were:

Ben A. Green, Jr., MITThe Background
Robert B. Bennett, CCPThe Present: A Con-
ference Repast
Melba Phillips, U. of ChicagoDo We Really Need
More Physics Teachers?
Richard H. Sands, U. of MichiganIs there an Ex-
citation Energy?
E. Leonard Jossem, Ohio State U.Where Do We
Go From Here?

We were urged, by those attending this meeting, to use
the relatively rapid and wide circulation of the CCP
Newsletter to publish these five talks in the hopes of
sustaining and expanding the considerable enthusiasm
and genuine concern generated by this session.

The Commission on College Physics has long been
concerned with secondary school physics problems and,
since its establishment by the Commission in May 1966,
the Panel on the Preparation of Physics Teachers (PPI'7')
has devoted its Owls toward translating this concern
into programs for action within physics departments. In
June of 1967, the PPPT sponsored a week-long workshop
at the University of Minnesota which resulted in the
publication of the Comission's widely distributed re-
port, "Preparing High School Physics Teachers." Along
with a review of pertinent statistical data, the report pre-
sented a design for implementing a teacher preparation
progreen, outlined a three-leveled physics curriculum to
meet time various backgrounds and career goals of pro-
spective teachers, gave (vi/get of some existing pro-
grams. and made suggestions for student recruitment.
The report A41 proven to be instrumental in awakening
members of the profession to they responsibility in as-
suring the existence of well trained high school physics
teachers and several universities are considering or have
already begun programs.

To further stimulate this adtonee, the PPPT sponsored
a conference just prior to this year's AAPT Summer
Meeting which brought together college and university
representatives from institutions which have vigorous
ongoing teacher preparation programs and others which
he shown promise in the establishment of such pro-
grams. Robert Renne.r article reviews that conference.

For the future, the Commission plans to publish
revised version of its report, "Preparing High School
Physics Teachers," which is now owl of print. to advance
of publication, we will gladly maintain a list of those
persons desiring copies.



The Background
Ben A. Green, Jr.

First, let me say that there are many people here to-
day whose qualifications to speak on the history of today's
topic far exceed mine. While some of you have been
working on the supply of wellprepared high school
physics teachers for twenty years or more, my involve-
ment with this problem began only two years ago when
I was a staff member of the Commis ion on College
Physics and John Fowler asked me to work with the
Panel on the Preparation of Physics Teachers. At first,
I did so out of a sense of duty. However, as the Panel
taught me the magnitude and seriousness of the prob-
lem, I was enlisted wholeheartedly into their attack on
it.

Appointed in May of 1966, the Commission's Panel on
the Preparation of Physics Teachers began their inquiry
into the problem by first collecting same background
data. They asked Tom Joyner, who preceded me as staff
liaison mm, to make an informal survey of the univer
sitics in the United States to find out what resets ice
programs they were operating for physics teachers and
how many such teachers they produced per year.

The replies to Tom's inquiries gave the Panel its first
shock. We found that everybody had a problem, but
that nobody produced any teachers. To be more pre-
cise, we could find only two institutions, out of the 1700
:nstitutions of high' r learning in this country, which
produced more than ten physics teachers per year, and
only ten schools which produced at least five physics
teachers per year. We form,' that the largest, most re-
spected physics departments typically produced only one
physics teacher every five years.

We were depressed even further to read in the NSF
report, "Secondary School Science and Mathematics

Ben A. Green, jr. is now at the MIT Fdweation Re-
starch Center. After taking his Ph.D. at johns
Hopkins in 1956 he did applied physics for Rendix
Radio and metal physics research for Union Car-
bide. In 1961 he joined Care Western Resent
University, where his interest in ptogtatrned in-
struction Ilowrished alongside his work in low
temperature ealorimetry. lie served on the staff of
the CCP dyeing 1967-6S before joining the FRC.
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Teachers, Characteristics and Service Loads, "" that, in
effect, most people who teach physics in high school are
not prepared to do so by their college training. To be
specific, I will quote for you the fractions .-)f physics classes
taught by persons whose college transcripts show less
than 18 semester hours preparation in physics. But
first, consider the corresponding statistics for the other
sciences. In biology, only 21% of classes are taught by
such underprepared teachers. In chemistry, the fraction is
34%; in mathematics {high school only) the fraction
is only 23%. In physics. the traction is 66%.

This one statistic tells us several things. It tells us that
we should not be surprised to find that, for the most
part, high school physics is not well taught. It tells us
not to expect that new curricula for high school physics
will be, in themselves, dramatically effective in increas-
ing the quality of the courses. It also helps us diagnose
part of the difficulty; the trouble is not with the high
school. While both poor salaries, which in the past have
prevented competent people from teaching at all, and
poor working conditions in the schools are obstacles to
the person who wants to teach physics, they are just as
much obstacles to the one who wants to teach chemistry.
Yet the chemistry teacher is twice as likely to be prepared
at the 18 semester hour level or better. The trouble is
with physics.

As the Panel recovered from these btnes and began
to consider what to do about it, other facts became ap-
parem. Consider the problem facing the high school
principal who most hire a physics teacher. The percent-
age of high school students who take physics has been
dropping for many years. Several years ago the fraction
taking physics was about Now it is Ices than 20%,
and the trend shows no sign of slowing down. Low en-
rollments mean that the principal cannot hire a person
to teach only physics. Most people who teach physics
must be ptimatily teachers of something else. Accord-
ing to the NSF snivel, only 4% of the physics teachers
taught only physics. The number who teach only one or
two classes of physics is 81%.

11963 Re pott ot a surety by the Natkets1 Armistioft c4 State
Director. et Teacher relocation sod Cettikstion and the Ametitsit
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I won't burden you with more gloomy statistics. The
situation looks bad; the solution must be complex. Any-
thing you pick out to work on is influenced by other
facto's. Enrollments are down because the courses are
either too hard or too dull. The courses are poor be-
cause the teacher's heart is with his own subject, not phys
ics. And the school cannot afford a physics specialist
because the enroli,nent is so low.

The Panel chose to attack the problem at a sensitive
nointthe university physics department, for it is the
department which wields influence as well as (and we
believe it should) prepares teachers. The Panel recog-
nized the conflict between concerns such as these and
those of a department's research commitment, and the
fact that quicker rewards may be had for the latter than
the former. Yet enlightened self-interest dictates that
something be done to improve the status of physics
within society and the society's understanding of physics.
The Panel believed :hat an appeal made on such terms
would lcid to some action. (This optimism was not en-
tirely unfounded. Subsequent events have proved en-
couraging.)

The Panel ordered the preparation of a report which
would set forth the facts about the problem and which
would suggest things the departments can do. The report
was to serve mainly as ammunition, or baciing, for peo-
ple who want to act but who must fight the uphill Ines-
tige battle to get departmental support. In order to put
the report on firm ground, the Panel convened a work-
shop of people from physics departments, from science
education departments, and from high schools to pro-
vide input for the report and to devise a plan by which
departments could introduce programs for teacher prep-
aration within their institutions and in cooperation with
their allies in education departments and in other
sciences. The workshop met at the University of Minne-
sota in June of 1%7 and proposed the curricula which
were published in the PPPT report.' The report recom-
mended not only what physics courses the teacher should
have, but it outlined seven boundary conditions which
any teacher program should meet:

I. The program should prepare a teacher in at
least one other field, usually chemistry or mathematics.
This recommendation recognires the fact that, for some
time to come, the physics teacher will be forced to teach
other subjects in most school systems.

2. It is not desirable to have teacher candidates
simply take the courses of the research-oriented bache-
lor's program. There are two reasons for this. The
teacher's needs are different (he doesn't need to b, able
to use Maxwell's equations or to make quantum median-
kal calculations), requiring a wider background than
those of the research man. Secondly, his Interests are
different. lie is more interested in pc-opk than the re-

fit* PPPT repot. is tutteettly oat c4 print bat a retied version
is te/teJokel fee publitatko. Requests to be placed ott the tasging
list 1611 be booed.
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search man is, and his tolerance for lengthy problem
solutions is correspondingly less. In any event, ere ex
perience of departments who recommend their so-
called R-curriculum is that those who graduate from it
seldom enter the classroom.

3. The sequence of courses will affect recruitment
and must accomodate the likely sources of students.
Thus it must be possible to en:er the program as late
as one's junior year, and still get at least 18 semester
hours in physics as a minor subject.

4. The content of the physics courses should re-
flect the needs of the physics teacher. This mean: more
attention must be given to elementary electricity and
magnetism, in practice as well as in theory, and to eke-
tronics experience. It means less emphasis on mechanics
beyond the introductory level. It means emphasis on
modern physics at the descriptive level. And it means
giving some attention to engineering and technological
applications of physical ideas and laws.

5. The style of the courses should reflect the fact
that the teacher needs greater ability to explain physics
in words, as well as mathematics, than does the research
student.

6. A course in the history and philosophy of physics
should be included.

7. The program should include courses oficred at
the convenience of teachers in service. This means sum.
mer courses, Saturday courses and evening courses.

The report gives space to the design of a possible pro-
gram which has several entry points and three exits, a
minor of 18 hours, a major of 24 hours and an advanced
program of 32 hours which should satisfy the content
requirement for a master of arts in teaching. Most of
us felt that the advanced program would be cloc>st to the
beasts of the academic physicists, but that the minor
program would have the greatest long range impact on
our problems.

This report was issued in January 196R and its pub-
lication has had some of the effects the Panel ho1*'l it
would. .Shortly after its publication, the University of
f,:aliforrtra at lietkelq adopted a program as have the
University of Maryland, the University of Texas, the
University of Massachusetts and the University of
Georgia. More subtly, the report has come to the aid of
some people who have been flying to activate an interest
in the problem on the part of their colleagues. : was told
at this meeting of two instances in which the fact of the
report's existence has enabled programs to go forward in
the face of previous resistance.

This progress represents a cettain amount of momen-
tum gained in a medium filled s-ith friction. I hope that
the subsequent actions of the Commission and, ulti-
matcly, of the leadership of the physics community will
continue to strengthen this momentum through pub-
licity of leading examples, through recognition of inch-
%Musts who make contributions and through continued
public statements of support fot these activities.



The Present: A Conference Report
Robert B. Bennett

Many of the past difficulties which Ben has described
as characteristic of the problem of recruiting high school
physics teachers are still with us today. On the Saturday
night and Sunday just prior to this meeting, the Corn-
mission's Panel on the Preparation of Physics Teachers
(PPPT) sponsored a conference which brought together

representatives from about Cnteen large universities
to share experiences from their teacher education pro-
grams. Some of these institutions have very active on-
going programs, sonic are in the process of organizing
new programs and others have programs listed in their
catalog but only occasionally process a candidate. We
wanted to took at the experiences and difficulties and
share our ideas on these programs and, as Ben said,
"we also hoped that we could overcome some of the
frictions and generate some momentum for more active
programs."

To assure as broad a perspective as possible, we invited
several practicing high school teachers and a represent-
ative front both the physics and science education de-
partments of each university. As background information
sve circulated a summary of the responses we had received
from state department of education representatives out
lining the high school physics problem as they skived
it.

The opening talk was given by Fletcher ll'atson, pro-
fessor of science education at Harvard University and a
director of Project Physics, a group which has done a
great deal of research into the problem of preparing high
schoo' physics teachers.

VIii le time will not permit us to review all of his
talk, I would like to briefly examine a few of the points
that Dr. Watson raised for our consideration.

.1111111111111111111U1111111111111,
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Split Loads

We have two kinds of teachers involved with physics,
"the physics teacher and the teacher of physics." By far,
the majority of the ter -hers is in the second category.
These are teachers whose primary interest is in some
other subject, but who, for administrative reasons, are
teaching one or two sections of physics. As Ben Green
has just reported, this is nit new knowledge. However,
in physics circles it has not been given appropriate
emphasis. We must find a way (or ways) to face up to
the fact that 80% of the teachers of physics do not con-
sider themselves as "physics teachers."

Teacher "Development"

While some consideration was given to the question
of what constitutes reasonable preparation for teaching
physics, we did not try to construct a curriculum. There
are some fine suggestions for two-year programs in the
report which lien described. However, we were reminded
by Professor Watson that, "we should think in terms of
the development of the physics teacher and the four years
in the preservice program as just the beginning of the
development. We need ,not try to give the students
everything during the first four years." This development
may or should take place in an integrated program hav-
ing both preservice and inservice components.

Dissemination

A sery difficult problem which has plagued PSSC,
Project Physics, the new biology curtictila and the other
national curricula, is how to effectively disseminate both
the content and teaching style of any new program. If
it is difficult to disseminate a program at the Itlgh school
level, it is a'. least an order of magnitude more difficult
at the colk.ge level where we place very high priority on
our academic independence and our right to structure
our own morses. This, together with the limited time an
individual can devote to pedagogical innovation, makes
dissemination a high priority problem. I'hile this con-
ference, and what we are doing here right now, is rimed
at just this problem, we neecl to find other as .s lies for
disseminating ideas and expeticitces along these I ties.

The Ifieffitzticity of Goals

Another past of the problem is our terukney to lose
sight of the purpose of the public school. Professor Wait-
son presented a chart which traced the distillation which
oceans as students progress through the educational sys-
tem, all the way from the first grade to the PhD. The
chart showed approximately three million students at the

111111111111111111111111111C- AMY



first grade level, and ended with an output of 8,000
Ph.D.'s in science (not just physics, but all science). It is
clear that either our system is very inefficient or, as I
think most of us believe, it seises a much broader pur-
pose than to produce Ph.D.s.

Negative Bias

Professor Watson also reminded us that, as a profes-
sional group, we demonstrate a negative bias towards
teaching which is felt by and transmitted to our students.
In many departments, if a person decides to major in
physics and go into teaching, he is not well received by
the majority of the physics faculty members. As we cons.
money say, he becomes a "second class citizen." This neg.
alive bias is something that we need to try to eliminate
if we are to improve our recruitment.

11'hile Dr. Watson raised a number of additional
points to our attention, it was decided to focus on these
the problems in the group discussion and smaller work
ing group sessions which composed the remainder of the
conference.

Despite the varsiog backgrounds of the participants
and the ,mall working gimp murmurs adopted for this
conference, there weie a number of recurrent themes
which served to organize our efforts. 'While the tonl
impact of the conference discussions extends beyond
these individual themes, summarizing them should at
least reveal the tone of the conferencewhere it is point-
ing and what this implies for physicists and physics
departments.

Of these several twitting themes, probably the most
familiar to all of us is the need for the revision of the
introductory course. While we certainly have heard this
complaint raised bet-ire in the limited toms of course
content, it is obvious that any real consideration of the
problem must also include a thorough review of the
mode and style of our teaching. This is a much more
difficult thing to get hold of. Our style of teaching can
affect the attitudes of our students toward our subject,
as a teacher tends to teach as he was taught. The new
programs which are being introduced from elementary.
through the senior high level tend to emphasize learning
through experience and observation. Vet, in college our
courses continue to be dominated by teacher presenta-
tion lather than student searching.

There is good evidence that we can p oxide students
with more effective learning experici ,es than we have
provided in the past. It will require a continuing client
on the pat of a substantial segment of college teachers
to accomplish a significant change in the Nunn of in.
struction in physics. %%'e need to bang into our college
nothing some examples of instruction using the style of
teaching which out students are tweeted to use when
they themselves begin to teach. This is hard to do; none
of us has uspetiente in this kind of teaching and Ice,
too, tend to teach in the way that we are taught. Yet,

IMININIM.

of all the people involved in physics education, we
should feel the greatest responsibility for the prepara-
tion of the teachers of tomorrow.

There are three things we need to look at in our in-
troductory course, both for our majors and non-majors,
if we arc going to see any real improvement: content,
mode and style of teaching, and the attitudes and bias
conveyed both intentionally and unintentionally.

A second general theme was the need for 3 depart-
mental and a university commitment to teaching, to
education, and to the process of education. Such a com-
mitment would manifest itself by the presence of staff
who are concerned with this kind of problem and by
the presence of mechanisms for recognising such a staff
in terms of advancement and prestige. This is a very
serious problem and a very difficult one for when a
decision is to be mnde on who is going to be promoted
or who receives tenure, especially when openings are
limited, we have a strong tendency to lean toward the
research personnel. Again, while this conference was
looking at the problems specifically in the context of
the large university, you will notice that these problems
tend to be universal. An appropriate commitment of this
kind will involve demands of money and space.

Ralph Lefler of Purdue gave us a sety useful picture
of what a committed department crn do. Purdue has
hail an outstanding record of high school teacher pro-
duction for many years. Lefler identified as the primary
ingredient of success the strong support of the depart-
ment and the chairman. The Purdue faculty has been
willing over the years to teach the special courses for
the high school teachers. There is university support
also. Purdue has organized a Teacher Education Coun-
cil, and the Dean of Teacher education has a position,
with influence at least, comparable to a Dean of the
Graduate School. Ile (halts the council, reports directly
to the President of the University, and interacts strongly
in the &sigh -of the statewide programs and standards.

Perhaps even stronger evidence of the commitment to
the program is the existence of a teacher workshopa
room with pniodicals for reading, with examples of
teaching equipment, etc. But mainly it is a room which
gives a focus, a home, to the prospective teacher or to
the returning practitioner. Its continuing existence, in
the face of need for research space, says what nerds to
be said about priorities.

It was the slew of the participants that what is needed
in a large department is an interacting and committed
'noun, analogous to the research In aupe which would
form a ethical mass of people in the physics department
whose primary interest is the pedagogic-at problems asso-
ciated with physics instruction. While the). would work
closely with the people in science education, it is im-
portant that this group be in the physics department
where the will be interacting with the whole depart-
ment. They would not take over the teaching of the

foaririwi ow isq., I))



Do We Really Need More Physics Teachers?
Melba Phillips

The number of bachelor's degrees granted per year in
physics began to level off about 1962, while the number
of advanced degrees continued to rise, although less
rapidly than before. The demand for professional phys-
icists, however, has begun to decline. According to the
Al P Placement Service, the number of registrants for
jobs at the Annual Nfecting rose from 895 in 1967 to
1,285 in 1969, whereas the number of specific jobs listed
went from a high of 617 to 231. We learn in the NIarch
(1969) issue of Physics Today that a survey of last June

Ph.D.'s, conducted in the surmner of 1968, showed that
29.5% of them had then receives; no job offers, and that
another 32.6% had only one offer. Of the Master's de-
gree recipients, neatly 40% Iral not been offered a job
in the summer. It becomes quite apparent that physicists
arc no longer in very short supply.

%%idle we know that physics majors, and hence physics
Ph.D.'s, begin by studying physics in high school, there
seems to be no demand for physics which would justify
an all out campaign for mole physics teachers.

The question is whether the chief role of physics
teachers at the high school and college level is the pro-
duction of professional physicists. We often act as if it
were; a measure of teacher success is commonly the
number of his studenrs who become Ph.D.'s. We tend
to teach as if that were our most important aim, even
though not more than a handful of high 010°1 physics
students will (or should) do graduate work in the
subject.'

The awakening and encouragement of scientific talent
will of ionise continue to be an important Fature of
teaching, and elementary physics lea.'s to ratects in
other sciences, particularly engineering and chemistry.
But there seems to be no 'very critical shortage of per-

2A 1967 surer tit physics toacticrs in Illinois totaled that ap-
prolimattly one third of thefts do not think phpics is useful tot
goscrat cducationt
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sound in these allied sciences, either.
In what terms, then, is there a den:and for well-

qualified teachers from the schools themselves? The larg-
est high school in Illinois, with an enrollment of 5,000,
is said to have had thirty students in physics in 1967.
Most schools cannot use a physics teacher to teach
physics, as there is simply not enough physics teaching
to keep him busy. It has been pointed out (probably
with justification) that many schools prefer low-level
preparation in physics teacheis, partially because such
teachers are less demanding of equipment. Certainly
very- few school administrations are wilting to provide
the time and money required for continued improve-
ment, either in professional competence or in facilities
and equipment.

So, then, are we attempting to recruit superior physics
teachers to teach nonscientists more physics whether
they want it or not? And we must admit that many stu-
dents do not want it. the tin:e they reach the twelfth
grade, they are already "turned off" science, especially
physical science.

A good argument can he made to the effect that there
are much more urgent needs than to know physics; the
critical problems people face are social and economic
rather than scientific, and the technological aspects of
modern society have outrun progress in other areas. We
live longer and faster, but without pm pose, so that how
to spend leisure time, and what to do with out extra
years, have become the serious problems. Not that the
benefits of technology are equably distributed; there is
hunger in the midst of food surpluses, overty in the
midst of affluence. Technology has enablvd us to increase
production so at to make unnecessary much physical
labor, (seer though a large fraction of this production
is for military rather than civilian purposes. Technology
has eroded our old-fashioned valuesthe sanctity of the
family, hard work, courage in the face of adversity or
the enduring of discomfort. It is n3 longer necessary or
desirable to be brave under physical hardship, since
the hardship are not necessary. There is of course the
war, but that only prover the point: the most unpopular
war in American history is made possible only by tech-
nology. Moreover, technology, based largely on physics.
has made it possible to destroy all human life on Earth.
many times over. And, it is argued, we as ordinary citi-
tens have no control over these malignant fruits of
science. Perhaps only the young tend to equate science
so explicitly with the "military-irkhotrial establish-
ment." but (skitters also fail to set relevance in science
for inking Seti011i problems of society.

On the other hand, the existence of problems is clearly



related to the quickening pace of science and technology.
For example, a lifetime has become long in more ways
than mere chronology: very few people in the future
will be able to spend an entire working career with a
single set of skills. Science has destroyed stability in
almost every aspect of our lives.

Of course it may be argued that technology is the real
culprit, and that pure science is above all that, to be
studied for intellectual and cultural enjoymentin the
vernacular, for Ion. But appreciation of the symmetries
and asymmetries of physics is a taste acquired only
with considerable eflort, and for many it may not seem
worth the price. As for science not being at all respon-
sible for technology, that is a fiction quite impossible
to defend.

In short, science and technology have created many
problems, and problems continue to be created. Stand-
ard examples are polltoion of the air, water and soil,
insecticides, detergeols, destruction of our protective
ionosphere, all quite in addition to weaponry, with its
vast overkill capability.

Why not, then, declare a moratorium, i.e., stop doing
research, stop developing technology, and let society
catch up?

This proposal, already familiar in the SO's, is raised
by nonscientists with sufficient frequency to suggest that
it is rather widely supported. Sometimes it is tesoicted
to a moratorium on research which might have harmful
applications. (As if one could always tell!) One thinks
immediately of king Canute, but it must be admitted
that science and technology ate and have always been
subject to more social control than the waves of the
sea. This control has been haphazard, and characterized
by lamentable lack of foresight. In many areas we have
been witless, and, while not willfully oil, have let
avarice play a significant role, 1 hose who maintain dn.
science and technology ate used piimatily for war and
profits have something of a point. l'ou may remember
that Francis Bacon said science should be pursued "for
the glory of Gml and the relief of man's estate." But the
technological exploitation of knowledge and nature has
not always contributed to the relief of man's estate, and
we are told it should hate been stopped long ago.

!low long ago? Apart from a few elitist intellectuals
who make capital of being antiscientific, most people
will admit to the disadvantages of tiring in the Golden
Ages of the past, whether Creek or Elizabethan or other,
once they remember the plight of the average person in
those ages. In fact, I have matt stweeded in pinning
down a date when the moratorium should have occurred
except as 'before the atom bomb."

In another sense, the moratorium on research and
development it just as impossible as Canine's stopping
the waves. The ecnnomk aftluenee generated by tech-
nology is hardly to be cut oft by vote of those who have
achieved it. Therhet the corning generation will main-
tain this attitude belongs to the purview of the next
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speaker, but even those who despise affluence must ad-
mit that the technical possibility of alleviating painful
poverty and hunger should be maintained, But why
should everybody have to know any science for that?

So, apart from a few people who can help satisfy the
avid curiosity of those who naturally love science and
cannot be kept from working at it, why strive to recruit
more physics teachers?

In my opinion, of course, we do need many more
better-prepared physics teachers, and we should some-
how increase the demand from high school students
so that every one of them well be kept busy. There
should be more kinds of physics courses, at different
levels, so that more students will learn more physics
and the life of a physics teacher will be more varied and
interesting.

But I have riot been dishonest. Science and technology
have given rise to enormous problems, without offering
many hints toward possible solutions, and physics has
not been backward in contributing such problems. In
this audience I hardly need argue tote impossibility of
a moratorium on science, but we must confess there is
no guarantee more physics will result in a more rational
and generally beneficial utilisation of physics. Again,
then, why campaign for mote physics teachers?

My answers to this question, while fervent, arc halting
and incomplete, and I am sure the discussion period will
supply others. But let me start. In addition to the very
genuine contribution of high school and other elemen-
tary teaching to the subsequent achievements of profes:
sional scientists, there are growing responsibilities toward
preparing future technical personnel. We are only be-
ginning to take an interest in this field. Et-en more hut-
Rating is the problem of trying to rake the scientific
literacy of a now too completely nonscientific public.
(Our past president, E. U. Condon, has in connection
with his studs e4 UFO's noted that mote than 10,000
people in the United States make a Using out of astrol-
ogy, whereas the number of ptokssional astronomers is
about 2,000.) To a great extent, people are correct in
saying they have no control over poiicies related to sci-
ence and, it may be argued that a smattering of science
would be of no use for judging whether a given policy
is good or bad. But at present most people ate simply
apathetic, and this apathy would surely be dispelled if
they knew something of the nature of scientific esidence,
or the lack of it. And we must catch people young if
we are to simultaneously convey this attitude and nour-
ish their native cutiosity and interest in the scientific
aspect; of things about ot. It it, I think, essential that
physics teachers should reach students well before the
twelfth grade level, whether in courses explicitly called
physics or not.

The inestimable sabre of physics teachers as a bridge
between the frontiers of scitrwe and young people is
one thing and we hate, for a long time, talked of the

(tworhwei or page 121
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Is There an Excitation Energy?
Richard IL Sands

Various scientific and governmental agencies here and
abroad, including the AIP, have conducted surveys which
attest to the serious decline b interest in the physical
sciences among the invent younger generation. Some
of these collected statistics have been presented to you
he e. It is not the purpose of this paper to speak to the
reasons for this overall decline, but rather to expound
the presalent attitudes of the younger generation as they
pertain to their choice of careers its physics and physics
teaching.

Their giievancesranging from Vietnam and racism
to adult lisp oci isyhave been voiced loudly and clearly.
Viewing both their surroundings and their future with
a sense of frustration and, in many cases, despair, they
see that "our cities are in decay; our universities are in
chaos; oter poor are hungry. And yet our money and
our energies are expoided upon war and the perpettia
lion of rear."

Life magarinc, in the June 20, I%9 issue, published
excerpts from several baccalaureate addresses delivered
by this year's valedictorians and elected student !cadets
which paraphrase and el:uidate these frustrations and
commis in detail. To continue quoting from one such
address by William M. Thompson of Yak University
Most of us are plagued by the pain of au uncertain fu
lure and the prospect of faghtink in a war which cannot
be supported . . The tear must end note; and the fi'ht
for our cities, for our notion, for our people must begin.
A member of the fairer sex, Miss Stephanie Mills of
Mills College said: Ire have horribly disfigured this
planet, ungrateful and shortsighted animals that we ore.
Our frontier spirit involves no reverence for any forms
of life other than our own, and now tee are even threat-
ening oursthes with the ultimate disrespect of suicide.
Mr. Ira Magarint r of Brown University closed with these
wordy Ire should lose sleep not out of fear of our (wt
'ramie security or our property bemuse the Negroes are
rioting again. But we should low sleep because tee are
doing things that are a tong and we're allotting things
that are wrong to go on in our society and we're accept.
ing them.

Rkhord Sands is a Professor of Physics at the Uni-
versity of Michigan. lie rertired his rh.n. front
Washington University at St. in 1931 and his
B.S. in 1931 from the trniversity of italic Before
joining the tetflitty at Michigan, he :,as instrwo
tot at Stanford University. Ills meet's has been in
etornk physics and biophysics. lie is a member of
the CCP, Panel on the Preparation of Physics
Teachers.

What, you may ask, does all this have to do with
physics and physics teaching? just this: many of those
students who think analytically are applying their minds
to the social sciences, law, economics, medicine and the
humanities rather than to the physical sciences. They
have shifted their interest to these disciplines because
they see them as needing their efforts. The problems of
the poor and the rises in the cities a:: crying for soh'
tions. Not only do our young find a challenge in these
areas, but they see these problems as urgent and de-
manding of their attention. Physics and chemistry are
viewed by many as being centered on the creation of
destructive instruments which are the cause of their
problems. To the mole charitable, solutions for the
problems of social (omens have a much greater urgency
than do solutions for the problv,;s on the forefront of
physical s:ience.

These actions should not be interpreted as a "flight
front science." The best thing that could happen would
be for the scientist to tackle the problems of the cities.
Those of us in the physical sciences have long contendedthat what the social sciences needed most was more
"science." 11'01, as it would appear that this is what
is about to happen, or can happen with our help, we
should all rejoice. To be sure, this has deep implica-
tions: jobs for the physical scientist will be fewer and
monies will be scarcer. But that is not the direct concern
of this session, for we are speaking to the problems of
secondary school physics courses and teachers. In that
regard, in my mind, the outlook is brighter.

In assessing the future, let us bear in mind that our
south are asking solely for "reksancy" in their tduca
lion and in their chosen careers. if it can be (Immoral&
that physics has much to offer toward the solutions of
many of the problems of our society as UV contend, then
our enrollments will go tip. Likewise, if the slight ac-
quaintance% which students find with physics as high
schoolcrs can be placed in proper perspectist for them
in regards to their %kw of the world, and their under-
standing of that world, then again physics will be rele-
vant and desirable. There is not the slightest doubt in
my mind, or in sours, but that physics is at least as
great a part of a literal education today as it was in the
late MO's, when estry school child took it.

Thete have been many articles appearing in out na-
tional nugarines on this subject. 1 quote from one by
Donald Cowan of the University of Dallas which ap-
peats in the March '6.8 Issue of The Physics Tenches:
Physics has the job, probably more than any other disci-
pline in oar Sly, of protoiding the ifIllOtotots for society,
those people who will penetrate the barrios of the tot-



known and alter the paths of history. This task is the
most important we have.

The problem, as I see it, is that we have been shirking
our duties; we have been teaching stereotyped and sterile
physics courses in high school and in college, speaking
only to the prospective Ph.D. in physics, and ignoring
completely the question I relevancy. We are being
called down for it by the , iimger generation in no un-
certain terms, and it is time we awakened to our te-
sponsibilities. We are being forced to prepare good
teachers for the secondary 'schools and to provide good
teaching in the universities, or suffer the consequences.

When asked address recent American Assceiattoo

for the Advancement of Science meeting in Dallas on
this subject, Miss Katherine Swartz. a young student and
the daughter of one of our colleagues, concluded as
follows:

Thus the problem facing the scientific oammun-
Ity concerned about the "flight front science" by
today's students is two fold. They must make the
teaching of science in the secondary schools more
exciting and relevant to students interested in the
humanities, so the students will have an under-
standing of science and it- methods. And they must
make basic research in the physical sciences more
exciting and relevant to today's society while at the
same time encouraging the use of the scientific ap-
proach in the social stienot s. The solutions to these
problems are not Ca,,. but, as a member of the
generation for whom the solutions are needed, I
find tile idea of solsivig these problems to be an
exciting and chalk one.

One of the major chard ,istics of today's youth is
this quest for a cause to ha, ion. We must build upon
this sense of dedication , ince which pervades our
youth and give them tease), believe that physics, and
physics teaching, are tcls s, t the needs of our society.

In summary, you will notice that the younger genera-
tion is not telling its anything we didn't already know
t.ror do they presume to be), but they are relating it

with a sense of urgency which cannot be ignored. We
all applaud the "impatient young man," and he is, after
all, nothing new. That is new is the fact that we find
our-selves for perhaps the first time as an older genera-
tion having to respond to that sense of urgency, not be-
cause of anything the younger generation has lone, but
rather because of out situation: we or faced with the
prospect of mass famine because of overpopulation, with
the prospect of mass extinction by pollution of out en-
sironment, with the prospect of mass suicide by nuclear
hokkaust, with the prospect of mass rebellion, if not
genocide, by our failure to understand and help our
fellow man. We know better than anyone that the phys-
ical sciences can and must help in the solutions of many
of these problems; we also know that the social sciences
must be developed further if solutions to other of these
problems are to be found.
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Why, then, arc we where we are? Why haven't we
responded by teaching more relevant science courses?
Why do we continue in our present state? From where
is the required excitation energy to come? The answers
to these and other questions must be supplied by us.
If we do not know the source which must. supply the
excitation, then we arc indeed in trouble.

By the exercise of a great deal of self discipline, I
will refrain from stating my own answers to these ques-
tions for fear that they arc only partial and will preju-
dice the discussion to follow. I don't believe that any
of knows all of the answers to this dilemma which
we race, but some of these answers have been alluded
to by a few of the speakers yesterday and today. The
question which causes me the most concern is the one
used for the title to my remarks: Is there an excitation
energy?

I hope de yerately that the answer is affirmative.

(Pennell, continued from page 1)
elementary courses or the introductory courses, although
they likely will be (Imply concerned with them. They
would have teaching assignments as the other phsyicists
do. flowever, their area of specialty might be in develop-
hag and testing course materials, for example, computer
assisted instruction materials, or in some other phase
of instructional research. They would be supported, re-
warded, and advanced for their educational specialties.

Although many participants expressed agreement with
the need for such groups, they also felt the need to
generate professional support tot such ti group by, fcr
instance, a statement by the profession through the gov-
erning boards of such national bodies as AAPT. CCP.
or APS.

Recruitment of candidate; is a very important part
of any program and there is a good discussion of this
in the panel report. Present in this repent an-I reem-
phasizes.% again in this conference was the importance
of personal faculty contact with the prospective teNhers.
We will want to watch the Georgia expoiment in this
connection as they are now doing preliminary screening
of the students by computer.

.knother sufkgestion related to recruitment was that
we provide students with early practice teaching espoi
ewe, perhaps through participation in high school Ni5i.
tation or through some other activity associated with
our court. Also connected with this problem of recruit-
ment is the consideration of geographical factors. Per-
haps our greatest caws to recruit new teachers should
be focused on students from those areas, rural ones in
particular. which are experiencing teacher shottago, as.
in all probability, it is these schools which will be hiring
the future graduate of our teacher training progya.ms,

1 he conic tenet's consideration of preset vice programs
is the final item that I want to review hot. One type
of prtstrskt program is the "one-shot'" program which

(ttiortionicei est top It)
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Where Do We Go From Here?
F. Leonard

The presentation of the problems of physics teaching
and physics teachers by our speakers, and the discus.
sion of these problems by our audience this morning,
have been both wide-ranging and detailed. So I find
it no easy task to try in a few minutes to sum up alt
that has been said.

It seems to me that in many ways the principal prob-
lems we have been discussing are related to those which
are faced by society as a whole. As has already been
noted, they are the problems of specialization and aliena-
tion. We seem to be telling ourselve, that we are doing
reasonably well in turning out professional physicists
devoted to the work of extending the frontiers of our
subject, but not very well otherwise. You have heard
this problem set forth in many different ways. The sta-
tistics are jolting, as are the student points of view which
were reported earlier.

There is not much that I can add here except, per-
haps, to note that this is not exclusively an American
phenomenon. It seems to be international in scope. Some
of you may have seen the article by John R. Baker on
American Physics Curriculum Projects which appeared
in Contemporary Physics last year [Vol. 9, pp. 399-418,
1968]. He discusses there some of the enrollment statis-
tics which we have heard this morning and c,oes on to
say: It is interesting to note that we have a similar posi-
tion in this country e., the United Kingdom]. Much
has been written and spoken recently on the decreasing
percentage of six-formers taking physics and on the short-
fall of students in physics undergraduate departments.

After having reviewed the American scene and dis-
cussing some of the inferences he draws from it, Baker
concludes by saying: Many of the actions suggested above
as a result of a consideration of the American scene
would appear to be consistent with the recommendations
of the 'Dainton Report'. In particular we may note:

I. There should be a broad span of studies in the
sixth form of schools, and irreversible decisions
for ce against science, engineering, and tech-
nology should be postponed as late as possible.

3. Breadth, humanity and up-to-dateness must be

iN1111111111'

E. Leonard Jossem is Professor and Chairman of
the Department of Physics at The Ohio State Uni-
versity. A Cornell Ph.D., his research work and
interests are in the field of x-ray spectroscopy and
solid state physics. He has been Chairman of the
Commission on College Physics since 1966, and is a
member of the National Advisory Council on Edu-
cation Professions Development, the A.I.P. Advisory
Council on Education and Manpower, and the
Council of the A.A.A.S.
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infused into the science curriculum and its
teaching.

4. Schools and Local Education Authorities ;hould
take steps to insure that within the next five
years the majority of pupils in secondary edu-
cation should come into early contact with good
science teaching.

6. The participation of teachers in in-service
courses should be encouraged; financial incen-
tives should be provided and flexible arrange-
ments for replacement should be developed; the
need is especially great in science and tech-
nology.

9. . . . advances in educational technology should
be fully exploited in the teaching of science
and mathematics . .

You will easily recognize the counterparts of these
suggestions in the discussion we have had here. In many
respects, then, we share our problems with colleagues
in other countries.

A mathematician friend of mine is fond of saying
that the easiest way to solve a complex mathematical
problem is to guess the solution and then show that
it is correct. In very complex situations this may indeed
be nearly the only way to arrive at a solution, but it
does require great insight. Finding solutions to our
problems, it seems to me, also calls for deep insight into
their nature and causes. Why don't more students take
more physics? What turns them off? We have heard
many partial answers to these questions, and I would
like only to remind you that the situation is very com-
plex. It involves, among other factors, the nature of
the instructional materials we use and how we present
them; the views we have of our studentswhat they
are interested in and what their capabilities are; our
own views of what physics is all about and what its
relation is to the world and to our fellow men. To
these we must add the actual overall shortage of good
teachers and the geographic imbalance in their distri-
butionthe problems about which we have been mainly
speaking today.

We have been reminded as well that there is .none
to being a good teacher than just knowing the subject
matter well, though clearly that is a primary require-
ment; that we need at all levels to provide more kinds
of instruction for more kinds of students, and that the
social system of which we are a part has many strong
feedback loopswhat happens in one segment may in-
fluence the whole. The attitudes that the teacher of

linquiry into the Flow of Candidates in Science and Technology
into Higher Education, Cmd. 3511, HMSO, 1968.



physics takes towards his subject influence the attitudes
of his students toward itthose students who later be-
come members of school boards and legislatures, as
well as those who become the new teachers in elementary
and secondary schools and in colleges and universities.
Again, we are reminded that this is a problem for the
entire physics community; that each of us, whatever role
we may play, is necessarily involved and has a vital in-
terest in the continuing improvement of physics instruc-
tion.

This being the case, I believe that no one of us can
afford to ''leave it to George to do''. There is something
that each of us can and should do to help. Our great
diversity, which is partly a problem, but also, in my
view, a large part of our strength, would indicate that
the answer to the question, "Where do we go from
here?," probably depends on who "we" happen to be.
Probably we each need to do somewhat different things.
But we all need to work in cooperation and in a com-
mon general direction, and we all need to find or invent
ways to facilitate our doing so. In this connection I
would mention the work that has been done in setting
up Regional Physics Associations. There are a few such
now in existence and, as you know, a discussion of their
activities is programmed for later in this meeting. I
believe that their experiences hold valuable lessons for
us. I would call your attention also to the work being
done in setting up Instructional Resources Centers and
to some o !be new National Science Foundation pro-
grams. The NSF Cooperative College-School Science Pro-
grams, for example, provides another interesting attack
on our problems of getting good teachers.

Finally, you have heard, and I will not repeat, many
suggestions of things that college and university depart-
ments of physics and of education might do. Suggestions
for new teacher training curricula, for more active re-
cruitment, for better pre-service and in-service programs.
Again, the requirements of diversity mean that we need
to remain open minded and flexible in our approaches,
to be willing to plan, to try, to discard, and to try again.
But mostly to keep at it. In some respects the problem
we face is a bit like housekeeping in that it is a con-
tinuing one. Much of the work is not at all glamorous,
but it needs to be done. We have to prepare the in-
tellectual fwd in an appetizing form, and we have to
keep our intellectual houses clean and attractive every
day. If we get lazy or careless about what we do, no
one will want to consume what we offer and they will
move out of the house of science.

It has been some hundred and fifty years since Wil-
liam Blake said: He who would do good to another
must do it in Minute Particulars. So perhaps one answer
to the question of where we go from here may be to
go back home and cooperatively attend to the many
Minute Particulars we must take care of to put our
collective house in better order.
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Materials For a Radar Ranging Eycnerintent
We call your attention to the offer made in the

article "Materials for a Radar Ranging Experiment,"
J. M. Fowler, Amer. J. Phys. 37, 712 (July 1969) .
The CCP is offering at cost a stereo tape of data for
a measurement of the Earth-Moon distance. Th' experi-
ment was performed for us by J. V. Evans of the Lin-
coln Laboratory. A train of 23 cm radar pulses was
reflected from the moon and the echoes recorded. The
stereo tape has a pL:lse on one track which is synchro-
nized with the outgoing pulse and the echo pulse is
recorded on another track, The tape and slides are of-
fered at a cost which will depend on the number of
orders, but will be in the neighborhood of $3.00. See
the AJP article noted above for further details.

(Bennett, continued from page 9)
is aimed at stimulation. We have had these in the past,
and should continue them in the future as a means to
treat a special topic and to build up :he teacher's en-
thusiasm.

Another type of program, the "retread' type of in-
service program, has also been in existence for a while
now. These are generally institutes r r the person who
did not start as a physics teacher, who is now teaching
in physics with little or no physics background, and who
wants more physics so he can handle his classes better.
These "retread" programs have also been a major mech-
anism in the dissemination of new curr:_ular materials
and are appropriate for mature teachers who took their
training prior to the development of the new curriculum.
Unfortunatey, it is rather common that new graduates
must immediately take a "retread" program because
the colleges are not introducing these new curricular
mater.als into their teacher training programs. This
Dint was mentioned earlier, when it was noted that the
style of our teachng should be compatible with the kind
of teaching we would like to see our students do.

What we need, however, is another kind of inservice
program, which is not so random in its clientele. If we
are to serve as the second half of the teacher develop-
ment program described by Dr. Watson, we need an
integrated preset-vice- inservice program which encour-
ages the teacher to continue systematic developments in
both subject matter and teaching skills during the initial
years of his teaching career. Certainly, such a "teacher
development" program will require a physics course
which is designed and taught in a manner appropriate
to the school teacher. Our traditional courses and teach-
ing will not do.

The development of really new courses and new teach-
ing patterns is hard and time-consuming work. Indi-
vidually, we are not likely to affect the status quo.
However, if a number of departments can be encouraged
to establish "critical mass" groups as described above,
maybe we will get something started.

lartill111=11



(Phillips, continued from page 7)
"scholar-teacher" as the ideal. We should add, I believe,
som 'thing that connotes awareness of the social context,
the relation of science and technology to our lives at
various levels. We can hardly become experts in the
sociology of science (in fact, there are very few such
experts), but we must more explicitly admit the exist-
ence of the kind of problems I have mentioned. Our
failure to take into account the ill as well as the good
resulting from the applications of science is one (of
course not the only) reason for the lack of interest in
school science. To increase that interest is our chief
goal; not so that people should indiscriminately urge
their congressman to allocate more federal money for
research, but that they should, with some confidence,
share social responsibility for improved national (and
local) policy in science and technology. Chiefly for this
reason, it seems to me, we must increase and improve
the study of physics at every level. And for this we really
do need many more physics teachers!

COMMISSION COMINGS ...
... AND GOINGS

As in the past, the beginning of a new academic year
brings changes in the Commission staff. Staff Physicist
Dr. Robert B. Bennett has returned to Central Wash-
ington State College where he will both teach and
co-direct the Pacific Northwest Association for College
Physics (PNACP). Staff Physicist DI. Philip DiLavore
has left to take on the duties of Associate Chairman of
the Physics Department at the University of Maryland.
Dr. Gregory Edwards has left his position as Associate
Staff Physicist to join the College Science Curriculum
Improvement Program in the Division of Undergraduate
Education in Science at the NSF. We wish them well
and take this opportunity to publicly thank them for
their many contributions to the CCP.
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